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That's the joy of a Polaroid
Land Camera. You admire
the finished picture right
on the spot. And it's yours
for sure! If the subject
moves, or the pose isn't
right, you canshoot
again before your chance
is gone forever.

YOU SHARE TWE FUN

with your family—with the
little girl in the picture. That
very day, you'll show the pic
ture— or mail it right off—
to friends!

YOUlL HAVE ENLAR&EMEMTS
AND COPIES MADE

directly from your prints by
Polaroid's special process. They'll
come back to you so quickly and
cost so little, you'll wonder why
you kept dusty files of negatives.

PATHFINDER —f/4.5 lens ... shutter speeds 1 to 1/400
second... coupled range-finder ... the aristocrat of 60-
second cameras.

model 95 —The thrifty family camera anyone can use
indoors or out, rain or shine.

*1/you're ever dissatisfied with Oie results from anyroll,
send the pictures toPolaroid and you'll get a new roll free.

Polaroid PathPndef
Model no Polaroid

Model 9S

HAVe YOU SEEN
TODAY'S POLAROID PICTURES'

V They're big, sparkling black and
white prints like this.

V A new plastic finish gives them
lasting beauty.

V"Every roll of film is guaranteed.*

A CINCH TO use!

To load, simply drop in the
film. No tanks, liquids, or
fuss. Want just one picture?
Take just one! No need to
use up a whole roll.

HAVE YOU SEEN A POLAROID

camera in action lately?

Let your photo dealer take your
picture. You'll be amazed at the
high quality of today's 60-second
pictures. II takes only a minute.

POLAROID'
,.^%/CAMERAS

Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge 39.Mass.
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